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ABSTRACT 

Taylor's tidal problem for a rotating semi-infinite canal is reformulated to allow for the 
possibility of imperfect reflection of Kelvin waves. I t is found that, just below the critical 
period at which Poincare mode propagation becomes possible, this mode becomes the prin-
cipal energy-reflection mechanism. This critical period can easily exceed the tidal period, 
resulting in highly asymmetric oscillations. 

The solutions are obtained by using collocation at the closed end of the canal; this method 
is found to be successful. The behavior for the limiting cases of a narrow canal and of a short-
period oscillation is also discussed. 

1 . I ntroduction. This study is a reformulation of a problem first considered 
by Taylor (1921) and reconsidered by Defant (1925: see Defant 1961: 202-
219). It concerns the reflection of Kelvin waves from the closed end of a 
semi-infinite rectangular canal. Cylindrical Poincare waves radiated from the 
two corners (Packham and Williams 1968) may or may not carry energy away 
from the closed end. 

Taylor and Defant considered two Kelvin waves of equal amplitude travel-
ing in opposite directions in the canal; the origin of coordinates was chosen such 

1. Accepted for publication and submitted to press 27 September 1972. 
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that their phases matched at x = o. An end-effect term was then added, leaving 
the position of the closed end to be determined. Taylor used Fourier expansion 
methods;z Defant used collocation and obtained the same results as Taylor. 
The limitation of these methods is that it is difficult to adapt them to the case 
when Poincare mode propagation in the canal is possible. 

In this paper, the origin of coordinates is chosen naturally, at one corner of 
the canal; the outgoing Kelvin wave is assigned an arbitrary amplitude and 
phase. The end effect is designed to exclude incoming Poincare waves. Colloca-
tion is used to determine the relevant coefficients. The results are in agreement 
with those found by Taylor and Defant, for the case they considered. 

2 . Formulation of the Model. We consider a semi-infinite canal rotating 
about the vertical axis with an angular velocity of '/zf. The horizontal coordi-
nates are (x,y), defined such that the canal occupies the region x~o, o~y~I. 
The velocity components are (u, v), and the canal depth is h, assumed constant. 
Incident and reflected Kelvin waves are defined by 

Ci = e-<ffc0 ) (l-y) +i (wt+C(x), 

CR= Re-<ffc0)y+i(wt-ax), } 
where C, t, and g measure the surface elevation, time, and gravity, respectively; 
w, oi:, and c0 are positive, and 

Associated velocities are 

VJ= VR = 0 . (3) 

It is not possible, by choice of the complex constant R, to construct a nodal 
line across the canal; an end effect, uE, VE, CE, is required such that 

u(o,y) = v(x,o) = v(x,I) = o, (4) 

where u = uE+ u1+ uR, v = VE. This effect may be written as a set of Poin-
care modes: 

co 

VE= (g/c0 ) L Yn sin (rny)rsnx+iwt, 
I 

(5) 

where rn = (nn/1), since these modes form a complete orthogonal set on [o,I]. 
Here 

(6) 

If s~ < o, write Sn = i oi:n, oi:n > o, to ensure outward propagation; other-
wise, Sn> o. 

2. Recently, Hendershott and Speranza (1971) have applied Taylor's method to the problem of 
reflection in the Adriatic Sea and in the Gulf of California. 
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The lineari zed momentum equations may be writ ten 

thus, 

where 

co 

h-x•u = iwCx + j (y, 

h-x2 v = -fCx+ iw( y; 

UE = (g/co) L Yn {An cos (rny) + Bn sin (rny)} e-s,,x+i wt, 
I 

co 

~E = _LYn{Cn cos (r,,y)+ Dn sin (rny)}e-snx+iwt, 
I 

LI Bn = - iwf, LI C,, = iwr ,,c0 , 

and 

Using these in (4), 

co 

3 

} (7) 

l (8) 

Re-(ffco>Y- e-(ffco) (l-y) + _LYn{An cos (rny) + Bn sin (r,,y)} = o (9) 
I 

for all ys[o, l]. 

3. The Collocation and Convergence of Solutions. The method of"collocation" 
or " point-matching" is now introduced. Eq. ( 9) presents the problem of invert-
ing a matri x of infinit e order. However, if the following method is used, the 
problem is greatly simplifi ed. 

Eq. (9) is taken to hold at a finite set of points on [o,l], with the series 
truncated to a finite number of terms. If only the first N terms of the series 
are included, there remain N + I constants to be determined in (9); thus, setting 
u(o,y) =oat N + I points on [o,l] should provide a solution. The points used 
here are Jk = (k - I ) 1/ N. The result is a matrix equation Mt = o, where tT = 
(y1,y2, ... YN,R,-1), from which tis rapidly determined. 

The collocation method is one frequently used in elastic and electromagnetic 
waveguide problems, with varying success. Its main advantage is its simplicity. 
Laura ( I 970) has given a summary of recent applications of the method. 

The validity of this solution can be tested by the accuracy of eq. ( 9) between 
the collocation points, by the convergence to a limiting solution for increasing 
N, and, if there are propagating Poincare modes, by the balancing of incident 
and reflected energy. The energy flu x3 of the propagating n-th Poincare 
mode is 

( I 0) 

3. Defined by kinetic energy as measured in the rotati ng frame, and by gravi tational potential 
energy. These two components are in the rati o (w' + f ' ): (w' - / 2

) . Note that, for w = J, there is 
no potential energy; this is the situation of an inertial oscill ation. 
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Table I. Convergence of R with increasing N; Taylor example. 

N 

4 ....... .. . . ... ... .. . . . . . .. .. . 
6 ... ........ . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . 
8 .. .. .... . . .. . . . . .. . . .... . ... . 

10 . . . ... .... . . . . . .. . .... . . .... . 
Est. limit .. ... ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

R 

0.74367-0.66855i 
0.74149-0.67097i 
0.74110 -0.67140i 
0.74098-0.67152i 
0.7409 -0.6716 i 

[31,1 

IRI 
1.00000 
1.00000 
1.00000 
1.00000 
l 

Taylor and Defant considered the case"= o.5(n/l), (f/c0 ) = o.7(n/l). The 
use of a depth of 74 m and a period of 12 hr, which Taylor (1921) used in 
his study of the Irish Sea, results in an equivalent canal width of 500.5 km, 
with a value off corresponding to a point at 54.46°N. These measurements 
will be referred to as "Taylor's example". The end of the canal was determined 
to be at x, = 0.427(1/n), corresponding in this paper to 

R = e-2iax, = o.742 -o.67oi. 

Table I lists the computed values of R for various N. Convergence is rapid, 
approximately inverse cubic in N. There are no propagating Poincare modes 
and, as expected, I R I = I . 

Also examined here is the case with a period of 6 hr, other parameters 
unchanged. From eq. (6), then-th Poincare mode will propagate ifs!< o, i.e., 
r~<,i:•, and if the period P<Pn = 2n{f2 +c~r~}-•l 2

• Here, P,= 8.45 hr, 
P2 = 4.87 hr, and the first mode will propagate outward. Table II lists the 
computed values of R and y, and the excess of outgoing over incoming energy 
for various N. The energy excess decreases with N as inverse power 2.08 while 
the amplitudes converge at a similar rate. 

Figs. I and 2 demonstrate the behavior of the ratio e = I u I/max Iv I, on 
x = o. In each case, the imbalance diminishes rapidly with N. 

It is worth noting that, although Pr is always less than a pendulum day, 
canals are possible with Pr greater than a tidal period; thus, perfect reflection 
of Kelvin-wave tides need not always occur. 

4. The Reflection. The incident Kelvin wave is reflected at the first corner 
(o,I) along the side x = o, and, since the period is less than P 0 = 2n/f = 1 

Table II. Variation in IRI, lyrl,and the outgoing energy excess, E+, with 
increasing N; Taylor example, except period 6 hr. 

N E+ IR I IYil 
4 .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .... ..... ..• . 
6 .. .... ... ... . . . ... .. . . .. . . . . . 
8 . .. . .. . . . . . .. ...... .. . . . .. .. . 

10 . . .. .. .. .. . . . ... . ... .. . .. .. . . 
Est. limit ... . . ... . . ... .... .. . .. . 

0.14550 
0.06169 
0.03415 
0.02170 
0 

0.35294 
0.35463 
0.35495 
0.35505 
0.3551 

0.57209 
0.54777 
0.53958 
0.53584 
0.529 
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Value Value 
of N of p 

.1 

4 .o 

.1 

6 .0 

.1 
8 .o 

.1 

10 .o 

y=0 y:.51 y: '. 

Figure r. Variation in (! on x = o, for Taylor's 
example; period 12 hr. Values of N 
as shown. 

Value 
of N 

4 

6 

8 

10 

Value 
.2 of p 
.1 

1"'---"""'----"""'-----''-----'1,0 

Y=0 Y=.5 I Y=I 

Figure 2 . Variation in (! on x = o, for Taylor's 
example; period 6 hr. Values of N as 
shown. 

pendulum day, Poincare waves are radiated from the corner. This process is 
repeated at the second corner (o,o). The two Poincare wave patterns, with 
their subsequent side reflections, combine to give the required end effect. 

If the period is greater than P1, these patterns do not generate a traveling 
mode; after a short distance the amplitude of the outgoing Kelvin wave is 
restored to that of the incoming wave. If less than P1, the first Poincare mode 
propagates down the canal, and the Kelvin wave is not completely restored. 

·1.6 

I 
I 
I 1. 

f- .8 
I 
I 
I 

t.6 
:IRI 
I 

f-.4 
I 
I 
I 

t ,2 

7.8 8.0 Pi 
Period (hr) 

8.2 

Figure 3. The variation in [ R [ around P" for the case I = 465 km, h = 74 m, 53°N. N = 5. 
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Figure 4 A-D. Range and phase lines for Taylor's example(/= 500.5 km, 54.46°N. P, =:= 8.46 hr). 
Phases for maximum amplitude are shown in tenths of a period. Range interval is 
0.2. Oscillation periods as follows: A 12.0 hr, B 10.0 hr, C 9.0 hr, D 8.6 hr. 

The first-mode dispersion relation is 

hence, for periods just below Pr, say P = Pr - L'I, o < ,1 (<Pr, the phase and 
group velocities are 

Cp = o(,1-,f•), CG = o(,1 1/ 2). 

The mode therefore transmits energy of the order ,1 1!2 , and it is suspected 
that IR I = I -o(,11 / 2); this is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 3. It is also clear 

Table Ill. Variation in R for periods around P,, for canal of width 465 km, 
depth 74 m, at 53°N. N = 5. 

P(hr) R IRI 
8.070 
8.075 
8.080 
8.085 

P, =:= 8.087 
8.090 
8.095 
8.100 
8.105 

-0.61253 + 0.28461 i 
- 0.65841 + 0.30133 i 
- 0.72087 + 0.32503i 
- 0.84237 + 0.37426 i 
- 0.912 + 0.403 i 
- 0.97809 + 0.20819 i 
- 0 .99395 + 0. 10986 i 
- 0.99939 + 0.03481 i 
- 0.99960-0.02825 i 

0.67542 
0.72409 
0.79076 
0.92177 
1 
1.00000 
1.00000 
1.00000 
1.00000 
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E 

Figure 4 E-H. Range and phase lines for T aylor's example(/ - 500.5 km, 54.46°N. P, 8.46 hr). 
Phases for maximum amplitude are shown in tenths of a period. Range interval is 
0 .2. Oscillation periods as follows: E 8.3 hr, F 8.o hr, G 7.0 hr, H 6.o hr. 

that Poincare mode propagation rapidly asserts itself as the dominant reflection 
mechanism. 4 

Similarly, for P = Pr + LI, s, = o(L1 1 l 2), so that the length scale of the end 
effect is o(LJ- r/2); the phase of R undergoes a rapid change just above P = P,, 
but littl e change just below. The values of R around P = P, are given in 
T able III. 

The surface-elevation behavior for several cases around P = P, is given in 
Figs. 4A-4 H . Note that the outgoing fir st Poincare mode is concentrated to-
ward the same side as the incoming Kelvin wave; this results from the con-
dition v = o, or Ju + (g) (8C/8y) = o, at the sides y = o, y = I. This effect is 
much less pronounced for the higher modes. 

5. Conclusions. This study shows that the propagation of Poincare waves in 
continental-shelf seas could be very prominent in tidal records. For example, 
the Gulf of Carpentaria (circa 140°E, 15°S) has a width of roughly 500 km, a 
depth of 50 m, and a pendulum day of about 50 hr. P, is close to 12 hr, and 
it is possible that any tidal Kelvin wave entering the Gulf would be entirely 

4. In Fig. 3 and T able III , a wid th of 465 km and a latitude of 53° are used. These are as given 
in Defant (1 961), later found to be incorrect. However, for Fig. 3 and T able III, only the general 
behavior was required, so no change was made. 
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reflected as the fir st Poincare mode. Thus, techniques allowing for inclusion 
of Poincare propagation can be quite useful. 

It is also clear that collocation is an efficient method of calculation for the 
canal geometry and that it should be useful in slightly more complicated geo-
metries. Further investigations of the method are currently under way. 

Acknowledgment. The helpful comments and suggestions by V. T. Buchwald 
of the University of New South Wales, particularly regarding the Appendix, 
are gratefully noted. 
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APPENDIX: NOTES ON TWO LIMITS 

Two limiting cases of interest are those of a narrow canal and of a short-
period oscillation; it is expected that the effects of rotation should be small. 

Define F = f/w, e = w l/c0 = al; then F is the period in pendulum days, 
2ne is the ratio of canal width to wavelength. Putting x = Xl,y = YI, and 
wt = T, the various terms are 

Ci = e-eF(l- Y)+i(T+eX) 

CR = Re-eFY+i(T-eX), } 
UE = (g/co) i Yn { An co"'s (nn r. ) + En sin (nn Y)}e-SnX+iT,) 

(A2) 
VE= (g/c0 ) I Yn sin (nnY)e-SnX+iT, 

I 

"' CE = I Yn { Cn cos ( nn Y) + D n sin (nn Y)} e- SnX +tT, (A3) 
I 
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where 

s;, = n2 n 2 - e2 (1 -F2
), LI = n2 n 2 + e2F1, 

LI.An = nnSn, LIBn = - iFeZ, LI Cn = inne, LI Dn = -eFSn. 

(i) Narrow canal: e (< 1. 

An = I + o(e2), Bn = o(e2), 

Cn = (nin) e + o(e3), D 11 = - (!'n) e + o(e3), 

and 

u ( o,y) - o - (g/<,)( i Y• cos (nnY) - , H F(, - Y) + ) 

+ R(1 - eFY) + o(e2)} eiT_ 

Integrati ng over o:,:; Y :,:; 1, 

and so 

from which 

R = 1 +o(ez), 

a) 

LYn cos (nnY) = eF (2 Y - 1) + o(e2), 

I 

Accordingly, ( E = o (e2), and the end effect is virtually absent. 
From (A1) and (A3), using (As) and (A6), 

(AS) 

(A6) 

( = {(2 - eF) cos (eX) +i(e F)(2Y- 1) sin (eX)}eiT+o(e2 ). (A7) 

The tidal behavior approximates that expected without rotation. 

(ii) Short period: F (< 1. 

L et a! = n2 :n; 2
- e2

• Then 

and 

A n = (:: ) + o (F2), 

Cn = (~:) + o(F2), 

Bn = - - F + o(F3), ( 
i e

2 
) 

n•:n;z 

(
ean) D 11 = - -;;; F + o(F3), 

u(o,y) = o=(g/co){Irn [(an ) cos(nnY)- iez Fsin(nnY)] - ) 
1 

nn n2 n2 

- 1 +eF(1 - Y) + R(1 - eFY) + o(F2)}e'T. 

(AS) 
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Table IV. 

l ..... . . . 
P ........ 
F .. .. ... . 
s ... ..... 
R .... . . . . 

y ... . ... . 
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Behavior of R and (y) for different values of F, e. Case N = 6. 

500.5 km 
12 hr 
0.814 
2.70 

.74149- .67097i 

- 1.08635 + .41856i 
.11673 + .30296i 

- .09783 + .03770i 
.03240 + .08406i 

- .05276 + .02033i 
.01193 + .03097i 

10.01 km 25.03 km 
12 hr 36 min 
0.814 0.041 
0.054 2.70 

1.00000 - .0000 I i .99999 - .00336i 

COLLOCATION EQUATION (A6) 

- .03570 + .00000i 
.00000 + .00000i 

- .00478 + .00000 i 
.00000 + .00000i 

- .00256 + .00000i 
.00000 + .00000 i 

- .03565 - .16944 + .00027 i 
.00000 .00000 + .00256i 

- .00396 - .o 1209 + .00003 i 
.00000 .00000 + .00066i 

- .00142 - .00629 + .00000i 
.00000 .00000 + .00025 i 

Proceeding as before, 

'° i e2F 
LYn73" {(-1)n- 1} = (1 -R)(1 - 1/2eF)+o(P), 
I n :n; 

so 
R = 1+o(F). 

Therefore, Yn and CE are both o (F); the end-effect tide and the Kelvin-wave 
height variation are of similar magnitude: 

C = 2 cos (eX)eiT+o(F). (Arn) 

Table IV presents the solution coefficients for the Taylor example and for 
two other examples with the values of e and F reduced by factors of 50 and 
20, respectively. Note, in particular, the excellent agreement for e(< I. The 
estimated values by eq. (A6) are also listed in this case. Here, in fact, it is 
suggested that higher-order analysis may show R = I+ o(e4). The divergence 
for higher values of n is almost certainly due to having taken N = 6 in this 
example. 


